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Abstract
Recent progress in Automated Planning not only involves improvements in the efficiency of planning engines but also in
the granularity in which domains can be modelled. An important direction is in the move from discrete domain models
to discrete and continuous (hybrid) models. While planning
with hybrid models has been studied for decades, the engineering of those domain models remains a problem, particularly for complex domains. It is imperative to understand how
to effectively and efficiently formulate planning problems to
achieve maximum productivity with minimum wasted effort
or cost. One of the main engineering challenges of hybrid
domain models involves encoding the frequent fluctuation of
the underlying processes with the continuous updates in the
world state. The occurring numerical changes are complex
enough that cannot be handled by human efforts every single
time it happens.
To automatically learn accurate and run-time representative
estimation of the continuous change, this paper proposes a
general machine learning method of process learning to estimate the effects of numeric variables on continuous assignment expression using regression analysis. Our method exploits cross-sectional data to learn features of the regression
model and enhance the already existing domain models. We
empirically evaluated our approach on urban traffic management domain and coffee domain. We prove that the automatically learned values of continuous variables by our system are
more rational than the formulation values of continuous variables declared statically in the initial states. We demonstrate
in our evaluation that the learned knowledge provides more
accurate simulation, which can lead to higher-quality plans.

Introduction
Planning with discrete and continuous (hybrid) domain
models has been studied for decades, the engineering of
these models remains a problem, particularly for complex
domains and real-life applications (e.g. planning space missions, operation of underwater vehicles, urban traffic control
etc ). Automated Planning with Hybrid Domains (APHD)
has become more acceptable due to the need in specific
domains to express discrete-continuous changes. Although
APHD has the potentiality to apply in real applications, the
problems surrounding the modelling and maintenance of the
time-dependent hybrid domain models has become more apparent than ever.

Critical to the success of any AI planning application
is that the domain model adequately and accurately represents reality. For hybrid planning, although PDDL+ (Fox &
Long 2002) has been adapted widely to model real-time autonomous systems due to granularity of its continuous representation, it is still a challenge for the knowledge engineers to handle its expressivity for process description. This
concerns the learning and representation of hybrid operator
schema, discrete or continuous resources, and processes and
events involved e.g., domains like urban road traffic management, stock market, etc.
Knowledge Engineering (KE) of planning domain models
using Machine Learning (ML) techniques is considered as
a paramount for empowering autonomous learning systems
with the capacity to fill implicit human knowledge gaps and
errors, requiring least human intervention. The area of ML
application to domain model learning systems has received
active research attention in recent years but did not make
as much stride as the learning of control knowledge. Not
enough depth of research into the area has made it an adhoc process, where the skills of knowledge engineers significantly influence the quality of the resulting planning application and the accuracy of domain model still counts as a
bottleneck for AI planning (McCluskey, Vaquero, & Vallati
2017).
To effectively learn the PDDL+ process models, the main
focus of our research is the use of ML techniques with an
emphasis on statistical modelling using regression analysis in hybrid hypothesis space. The learning system automatically acquires the model of inter-dependencies between continuous variables by analysing historical time series data set. It infers the relationships between the outcome continuous variable and predictor (one or more) features in the domain processes. To illustrate the feasibility
of our method and to evaluate it on a real planning application, we use the PDDL+ encoding of Urban Traffic Control
(UTC) domain and the Coffee domain. Both these domains
use start-process-stop procedure to model continuous traffic
flow turn-rate and yield of the coffee, respectively. We empirically evaluated our method using ENHSP (Scala et al.
2016) PDDL+ planner to generate simulation with the learnt
process models. The evaluation demonstrates that this simulation is more rational and closer to the behaviour of the
actual processes modelled without having to declare contin-

uous change knowledge statically (Bryce, Benton, & Boldt
2016).

Description and Running Examples
A PDDL+ process simulates continuous changes in the numeric variables that are initiated by changes in the world.
Learning dynamic values of numeric variables in PDDL+
specification is novel, and learning this automatically has
hardly been done (Lindsay et al. 2020). Instead of realtime prediction and assignment of numeric variables values,
these tend to be declared as static knowledge in the problem
definition by knowledge engineers. This leads to reduced
rationality in results and mismatch between the output from
planner generated simulation and the real-time sensor output
values.
In order to overcome this problem formulation drawback,
our goal is to enhance the PDDL+ problem specification by
learning the values of numeric variables in process effects
automatically. We learn from real-time and historical data
sources. Problem assumes that there is an existing hybrid
domain model with a set of processes modelling the continuous change in application.
Our method is fundamentally based on the ML project
workflow and is summarised in figure 1. Data sources used
for each domain are discussed in the next running examples
section. The initial stage of the process involves use-case
driven data enrichment and preparation. It also includes extraction of representative sets of features to train the regression model. In terms of PDDL+ model specification, this hypothesize the independent numeric variables (primitive numeric expression) to include or exclude from a regression
equation to attain the trade-off between being less biased and
most precise model. In the UTC domain, for example, predicting turn-rate accurately across a junction may not only
depend on the duration of the green signal (the longer the
green time, usually the turn-rate increases - but not always!)
but also on (potentially) the occupancy of nearby links, state
of signal stages on nearby links, length of nearby links etc.
This is done by employing various statistical tests and techniques discussed in the upcoming sections.
Cross-validation has been used to estimate the skill of
learnt models on test data. With iterative training and testing
procedure, we tune the hyper-parameters of the model to attain better rationality in the simulation results. The original
encoding of the process model is augmented with the generated hybrid automata of continuous behaviour using PDDL+
operational semantics of assignment propositions.

UTC Domain
As a traffic case study, we have exploited the UK research
council funded SimplifAI project. In SimplifAI, a hybrid
planning based traffic control system has been introduced to
handle the vehicle flow in both regular and unexpected road
situations (Vallati et al. 2016). (McCluskey & Vallati 2017)
demonstrates the effectiveness of this hybrid planning-based
approach with PDDL+ formulation of the UTC domain. We
used PDDL+ model of traffic flow based on the same series
of work in SimplifAI project. An industry-standard, proprietary simulator called AIMSUN (Barceló & Casas 2005) is

Figure 1: Abstract method architecture used to generate and
employ regression models in hybrid planning domain.

used to provide process training data based on the microscopic model obtained from transport authorities.
In PDDL+ formulation of urban traffic control, handwritten continuous processes are used to model the flow
of cars, to efficiently reduce congestion of specified roads
(links) by controlling traffic light green phases (Figure 2).
The link (uni-directional part of a road) roads leading to and
leaving from a junction are referred to as road1 (r1) and
road2 (r2), respectively. The process flowrun green models the turn-rate from r1 to r2 through the phase p for each
green time and is measured in standardized vehicles (PCU)
per second. Complete details of the UTC domain along with
other actions and events that control the flowrun green process is available in (McCluskey & Vallati 2017). We refer
this version of the domain as original domain model onward.
In the original formulation of the UTC domain, the process description for traffic flow between links across a junction is too coarse and assumes instantaneous traffic flows
across each link. There is also static knowledge missing
from the model (e.g. link lengths, or numbers of lanes in
a link). At the same time, the principle continuous variable
turn-rate is defined as a predefined static value in the problem definition.
To learn the current, accurate and representative value of
the turn-rate, our objective is to determine the efficient linear
approximation (rate of change) of vehicles turn-rate across
each road junction. We analyse the real-time data taken
from AIMSUN and attempt to refine PDDL+ process simulation by learning dynamic turn-rate of cars as a function of
other numeric variables. We achieve this by estimating the
causal relationship and multicollinearity between the controlled variable (turn-rate) and the predictor variables, i.e.
the saturation of r1 and r2, inter time and active green time
of a phase p.
The hybrid automata of our target process representation
for flowrun green is presented in figure 3. It models the
flow of traffic across a junction as a continuous process. The
learnt values of β are declared as constants in the problem
definition.

Figure 2: flowrun green process of Traffic domain.

Figure 4: Brewing process of Coffee making domain (PDDL
2.1).

Figure 5: Target brewing process of Coffee domain
(PDDL+). Coloured text identify the learnt regression model
for the process.
Figure 3: Target flowrun green process of Traffic domain.
Coloured text identify the learnt regression model for the
process

Coffee Domain

do this by estimating the multiple regression model between
the controlled variable (yield) and the predictor variables i.e.
the variation of (temperature ?w) and (brew-time
?c ?w) which are highly linearly related.

As a hybrid domain case study, we formulated the PDDL+
version of the Coffee domain partially inspired by its
PDDL2.1 version and by Easthope’s work in (Easthope
2015). The PDDL+ formulation of domain demonstrates the
effectiveness of the hybrid planning-based approach in the
coffee making. It complies with the latest coffee research
by the National Coffee Association of U.S.A., Inc. (NCA
2020).
In the PDDL 2.1 formulation, the only continuous change
function is temperature, and its value is declared statically in
the initial conditions to get a generic cup of coffee as a goal.
Figure 4 presents the PDDL 2.1 formulation of durative action makecoffee.
We exploit observational data by (Easthope 2015), which
illustrates that using different water temperatures for brewing coffee grounds has a significant effect on the taste (yield)
and extraction of espresso. We extended Easthope’s study in
line with (Roman Corrochano 2017), which confirms that
both brewing temperature and time have a vital influence
on the outcome yield of the coffee. The PDDL+ formulation brews coffee according to the expected yield of the
user with brew temperature and time as the continuous functions/features (NCA 2020). Figure 5 presents target representation of process brewing in PDDL+ formulation. We
developed our ground truth model to check the learning results for accuracy compared to the real world.
The aim is to automate the estimation (rate of change)
of yield, which is achieved by the process brewing. We

The most used aspect of regression models is for predictive analytics and forecasting, time series modelling, and for
finding the causal effect relationship between the dependent
and independent variables. Out of many kinds of regression
techniques available usually, they are chosen by the three
primary metrics: the shape of the regression line, type of the
dependent variable and the number of independent variables.
To learn the process model, the critical contribution of our
work is to automate the estimation of the control variable
after selection of the appropriate feature set automatically.
The system explores the continuous features that best impact
the value of the control variable in the amount of variability caused by multicollinearity in continuous features (that
change in unison).
The regression model represents our process learning hypothesis. We exploit the regression techniques to conduct
time series modelling and finding the causal effect of numerically changing variables on the continuous function. We do
this by fitting a line to the data points, in such a manner that
the differences between the distances of data points from the
line are minimized. This is to understand the underlying relationships and structures that produce the observed data.
We regenerate the concise model of the continuous behaviour that complies with PDDL+ semantics. This demonstrates that the use of regression analysis can produce more
accurate and automatically learnt model of numeric vari-

Learning for Modelling Continuous Effects

Figure 7: Correlation test (Pearson’s r) for Coffee domain.

Figure 8: Correlation test (Pearson’s r) for UTC domain.
The data is for the link (r1 - r2) of a particular phase of a
particular junction.
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Figure 6: Method for the process model learning.
ables in the process description. This section uses a stepby-step approach to describe the process.

Model specification and Feature Identification
In the PDDL+ model specification, we determine which independent variables to include and exclude from a regression equation to attain the trade-off between being less biased and most precise model. We use various metrics and
algorithms for a model specification that also align with the
domain-specific theoretical concerns.
In the regression model, dependent variable (Yi ) is a function of independent (explanatory variable in terms of causal
effect) variables Xi and β with ε representing an additive
error term for statistical noise:
Yi = f (Xi , β) + εi
Our target learning is to find f (Xi , β) that most closely
fits the data. Figure 6 shows the method for the process
learning procedure and presents the basic approach adopted
in this work. The steps taken in the method are explained in
the relevant upcoming sections with the line numbers.
Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient Pearson correlation
coefficient (PCC) rxy statistically infers how strong a relationship is between two variables based on the values of
rxy :

i=1 (xi

where: n is sample size, xi , yi are the individual sample
points indexed with i and x̄ and ȳ are the sample mean.
Varying in the range between -1 and +1, rxy measures the
magnitude of association, or correlation, as well as the direction of the identified features’ relationship. Figure 7 and
8 illustrates the results of the correlation test for Coffee and
UTC domain, respectively. The cutoff values for r signifies
strong relationship for values between ± 0.5 and ± 1, the
moderate relationship between ± 0.5 and ± 0.3 and a weak
relationship between ± 0.3. It signifies no relationship (H0 )
at r = 0 . The tables represent this by the use of green (stable)
and red (weak) highlighting. Line 2 of method conducts the
correlation test while line 3 and 10 later use these results to
decide the particular regression type needed.

Regression Techniques based on Relationship
Significance
In this observational study, we draw inference from a sample
to a population where the independent variable is not under
our control for logistical constraints.
From the values of above mentioned statistical test (PCC)
and out of innumerable forms of regression, this section
discusses the types of regression analysis that best suit our
learning problem based on the type and number of independent variables. We consider the cases when:
1. y is related to a single x-variable: Linear regression
2. y is related to multiple x-variables: Stepwise regression
3. y is related to multiple x-variables where x variables have
intercorrelation: Ridge regression
Type 1 and 2 analyse variance using the ANOVA test and
type 3 multicollinearity test, i.e. VIF (Variance Inflation
Factor) test.
1. y is related to single x-variables:
This is the most common use case when the change in
a single x variable impacts a continuous dependent variable. We exploit simple linear regression to understand

brewing temperature and time. The significance of influence is measured by F-test and T-test based on their pvalues. If the p-value is less than 0.05, then the stepwise
regression is applied to get the multiple regression model
specified below.
Figure 9: Anova test for Coffee domain (n = 24).
the mean change in a dependent variable given a one-unit
change in each independent variable. We accomplish this
by Least Square Method.
rxy does not identify whether a change in one variable is
directly caused by the other variable. To measure the significance of relationship by analysis of variance between
variables, we conducted a one-way ANOVA test to observe the values of F and T-stat. For hypothesis testing,
we reduced the model using the p-value. A small p-value
(typically ≤ 0.05) indicates strong evidence against the
null hypothesis. On the contrary, a significant p-value (>
0.05) indicates weak evidence against the null hypothesis
(H0 ), in which case we discard our Ha . For example, for
Coffee domain:
• H0 (null hypothesis): change in brewing time does not
affect yield
• Ha (alternative hypothesis): change in brewing time
affects yield along with brewing temperature.
We evaluate the model performance using the metric Rsquare (R2 ) to check how similar a regression line is to
the data it is fitted in. R2 value ranges from 0 to 1. For
R2 = 0.50, approximately half of the observed variation
can be explained by the model.
The standard error (S) is a numeric assessment of how
well the regression model fits the sample data. For the
estimated R2 and S values for the linear, we choose the
models with greater R2 and less S value.
The objective function of the Linear regression model is:
Yi = β0 + β1 xi + εi ,

i = 1, . . . , n.

where,
• β0 = y-intercept (regression constant);
• β1 = slope (regression coefficient for linear effect of x
on y) and
• Yi = estimated (or predicted) value
Line 3-9 of method compute these steps.
2. y is related to multiple x-variables:
The stepwise regression is a step-by-step method of selecting the most significant independent variables to handle higher dimensionality of data set using a set criterion
such as highest absolute t-value.The most significant independent variables are retained in the regression model
after selection using forward elimination.
Figure 9 shows the result of the hypothesis test for
the Coffee domain, where independent variables include

Yi = β0 + β1 x1 + β2 x2 + · · · + βk xk
where,
• βi = the partial contributions of each of the x-variables;
• k = number of modelled factors;
Line 10-13 of method compute these steps.
3. y is related to multiple x-variables where x variables
have inter-correlation:
To cover one of the weaknesses of linear regression like
sensitivity to both outliers and multicollinearity, we used
more advanced variants of linear regression, i.e. ridge
regression. This is the case when each of the multiple
x-variables contains a unique piece of information about
y, and the x-variables are inter-correlated (also known as
data multicollinearity). This can be seen in figure 8 where
on one hand dependent variable turnrate demonstrates
relationship with independent variables, inter-correlation
between the independent variables (Green time, r1 saturation and r2 saturation) can also be seen.
The potential complexity with multicollinearity is that it is
difficult to calculate the coefficient estimate of one independent variable without considering the other independent variable(s) that changes in unison.
We conduct VIF (Variable Inflation Factor) test to identify the variables that are affected by multicollinearity,
the strength of the correlation, and to estimate if multicollinearity needs fixing (only in critical intercorrelation).
1
1 − Ri2
A rule of thumb for interpreting the VIF is:
• VIF ≤ 1: not correlated
• 1 < VIF < 5: moderately correlated
• VIF > 5: highly correlated
For the UTC domain, we calculated the VIF by considering each predictor and regressing it against every other
predictor in the model to find the variance. We discuss
the complete analysis of a roads junction in the upcoming
analysis section. Line 14 onward in figure 6 measure multicollinearity and applies the appropriate regression technique.
We exploit stepwise regression if the x-variables are moderately correlated. Line 16-17 of method measure and
applies stepwise regression. For high correlation, ridge
regression is applied. Ridge regression is an alternative
procedure to ordinary least squares (OLS) for analysing
multiple regression with multicollinearity. It improves efficiency in parameter estimation problems in exchange for
a tolerable degree of bias (penalty function, α) to reduce
the standard error. Line 19-20 of method measure and
applies ridge regression.
VIFi =

Figure 10: Multiple regression model for coffee domain.

Empirical Analysis and Evaluation
As evidence of the concept of learning by the application of
our system, this section includes empirical analysis and evaluation of the proposed method on the running examples.The
focus of the analysis is to test the effectiveness of the learnt
process model to enhance simulation accuracy. We check
the simulation accuracy of the learned and original model
and compare it against the AIMSUN output (considering
AIMSUN as a gold standard for the UTC domain).
Using the same set of problems for the learned and original domain we exploited ENHSP (Scala et al. 2016) planner to generate simulations. Evaluation demonstrates that
the learned domain model is more rational and pragmatic
without having to declare continuously changing knowledge
statically.

Figure 11: Bar graph displaying Brew Time (sec) with corresponding yield error (%) at various temperatures.

Coffee Domain
As explained in the running example section, we formulated
the PDDL+ version of the Coffee domain. Bonafide coffee
brewing requires using the right quantity of precisely ground
coffee, controlled by the correct brewing time and temperature. We aim to gain precise control over the users’ expected
yield by calculating the accurate estimates of the variation in
predictor variables, i.e. brew time (BTime) and temperature
(BTemp). Figure 7 illustrates the PCC values for brew time
and temperature that signifies their strong relationship with
the yield of the coffee.
Figure 10 illustrates the final multiple regression results
for the three-variable model (yield, BTemp, BTime). Very
small p-values reject the null hypothesis and thus formulates
the scaling factors by which each brew time and temperature
affects the yield of the coffee. No multicollinearity has been
detected between control and predictor variables, the regression model turns out to be straight forward:
Y ield = β0 + (β1 ∗ BT emp) + (β2 ∗ BT ime)
To evaluate the skills of learnt process models, we employed k = 5 fold cross-validation model metric on a limited
data set. Figure 11 illustrates the bar graph displaying coffee
yield at different temperatures. Error (%) is the difference
between observed and predicted yield with brew time and
temperature as predictors.

UTC Domain
To empirically analyse the UTC domain we exemplify a set
of active traffic junctions of a selected urban region as shown
in figure 12. We systematically decided this region (and the
number of active junctions shown as blue circles) by keeping
in view the plan generation and simulation capability while
testing the system. Each junction has various phases, and

Figure 12: Abstract view of UTC region for evaluation.
Blue circles shows active junctions. The arrows represent
the direction of traffic flow

each phase has a variable number of links connecting the
corresponding roads. We select junction 3969 (figure 13) to
illustrate and report the empirical results. Junction 3969 has
three phases: s0, s1 and s2, where each phase has various
links. For the sake of brevity, we present full tests results for
s0 and only final results for s1 and s2.
Eight cross-sectional data sets (including the contemporaneous values of road saturation, active/green phase time and
inter-time) are generated for the considered network from
AIMSUN in the form of variations in traffic flow over phases
of the junctions. Each data set contains one hour (3600 seconds) long traffic observations recorded every 5 seconds.
Each data set is generated using a unique set of initial states.
Each plan provided around 10,000 data points. One simulation output (data) set has been exploited for training, while
the remaining seven have been used for testing. Each set
contains data about the topology of the road links, vehicle
capacity of all links, minimum-maximum green time of sig-

Figure 15: Pearson r for Phase s0: link 3.

Figure 13: Junction n3969: Phase s0, s1 and s2.

Figure 16: VIF values for phase s0 of Junction n3969.

Figure 14: Pearson r for Phase s0: link 2.

nal phase, traffic signal state (active or inter time) etc.
Intuitively, for predicting an accurate turn-rate of a phase,
it may not only correlate with the active green time but also
with the saturation of the connecting roads. Saturation of
a road link in turn also depends on several co-factors, e.g.
effects of signal phase on the nearby links, number of access points to the link, density of bus stops on the link (if
any), speed-limit, commuter/non-commuter traffic and the
varying structural dynamics and types of the roads leading
to and leaving away from a junction, e.g. a varying number
of lanes, length and occupancy of nearby links, low capacity roads with parking spaces, primitive roads, intersecting
roads, fork in the road etc. This is also illustrated by the
PCC values for the phase s0 links in the junction 3969 discussed below.
PCC Figure 8, 14 and 15 illustrates the PCC for link 1
and link2 and 3 of phase s0, respectively. For link 1 of
s0, turn-rate moderately depends on three independent variables while there is a strong correlation between the green
time - road1sat. and road1sat. - road2sat. pairs. For link 2,
turn-rate apparently does not depend on any of the independent variables while there is a strong correlation of green
time with the saturation road1. For link 3, turn-rate moderately depends on road1sat. and moderately on road2sat.
while there is a moderate correlation between green time and
road1sat. The PCC values indicate multicollinearity, while
the varying degree of relationships’ strength indicates that
both r1 and r2 in each of the links are different types of
roads. The turn-rate for each link proportionately depends
on predictor variables for the difference in road topology.
VIF Figure 16 illustrates the VIF values for the links of
phase s0. For the sake of brevity, X1 represents green time
when regressed against inter time, road1 sat. and road2 sat.
Similarly, X2 represents VIF for inter time, X3 for road1 sat.
and X4 for road2 sat.
For phase s0, all X variables for link 1, 2 and 3 have 1
< VIF < 5. Therefore, all the variables are moderately in-

tercorrelated. For the only link of phase s1, green time and
road1 sat. values demonstrated strong intercorrelation (VIF
> 5) while all the links of phase s2 also showed moderate
intercorrelation.

Regression Models
Based on the calculated VIF values in figure 16 this section
reports the regression models for the junction 3969.
Figure 17 illustrates the values of intercept, estimated
slops and errors for the regression models of three phases of
junction 3969. Regression models for all the links of s0 and
s2 are produced using multiple stepwise regression while s1
model is learnt using ridge regression.
As exploited in figure 3 for the PDDL+ process encoding
in UTC domain, the generic form of the regression equation
for all the links with stepwise model is following:
T urnrate = β0 + (β1 ∗ Greent ime) + (β2 ∗ intertime)
+ (β3 ∗ r1sat) + (β4 ∗ r2sat)
For ridge regression, we attain bias-variance trade-off using structural loss minimisation. It minimises both model
loss and model complexity by adding a shrinkage penalty to
the ordinary least square loss function to limit its squared L2
norm.
L(w) = ||Xw − y||22 + α||w||22
where ||Xw − y||22 is a loss function and α||w||22 is penalty
term of the ridge regression. X is a sample matrix, w is a
vector of coefficients, Xw is an estimated value and y is the
actual sample value. α is a penalty constant whose value can
range from 0 to positive infinity. The most suitable value of
α is where R2 has the least value.
Figure 18 illustrates the turn-rate error (averaged for 7 test
sets) comparison between learnt and original model with the
turn-rate observed in AIMSUN after 200, 400, 600 and 800
seconds of simulation. Results stipulate that the learnt model
improves simulation accuracy and produce less error across
each of the network data sets as compared to the original
domain model with static turn-rate across the network.

Figure 17: Estimated coefficients of regression model for
junction 3969. SW: Stepwise regression; RR: Ridge regression.

experience and availability.
In DMA, it has been common to assume accurate input data. This has allowed inductive and analytical learning approaches to be used most frequently by extrapolating from sample input plans as the evidence to make a
probabilistic claim about all or most of the learned knowledge, e.g., (Cresswell & Gregory 2011). In recent work,
researchers have examined noisy data, exploiting clustering (Lindsay et al. 2017), machine learning (Zhuo & Kambhampati 2013), and deep learning (Asai & Fukunaga 2018)
as part of their processes. DMA has progressively considered richer target fragments of the PDDL language, from
propositional (Wu, Yang, & Jiang 2007; Cresswell & Gregory 2011), including ADL (Zhuo et al. 2010); to learning
action costs (Gregory & Lindsay 2016) and numeric constraints (Segura-Muros, Pérez, & Fernández-Olivares 2018).
The area of ML application to DMA systems has received
active research attention in recent years but did not make as
much stride as the learning of control knowledge. There is
published work in learning discrete domain knowledge from
execution traces as input training data since the early work in
(Benson 1996) to the very recent work (Suárez-Hernández et
al. 2020). Comparatively, there is very less work in learning
or practical refinement of hybrid domain models. (Lindsay
et al. 2020) in their recent work used ML to refine the already engineered hybrid domain models by identifying the
varying situation and temporal features in the process effects. The system learns from the observation data of past
executions and fits in an improved set of processes to refine the existing once. (Denenberg & Coles 2018) based
their work on how better hybrid process modelling can improve hybrid planning performance by demonstrating three
different methods of continuous effects cascading in hybrid
domains.

Conclusion and Future Work

Figure 18: Error comparison between learnt and original
domain models with the turn-rate observed in AIMSUN after 200, 400, 600 and 800 seconds of simulation.

Related Work
At state of the art, there exist several systems for automated
acquisition of planning domain models. These include systems for synthesizing, refining or improving domain models
at various stages of the planning process. (Jilani et al. 2014)
critically compare several automated domain model acquisition (DMA) tools on a set of criteria consisting of input
requirements, learned output domain component, learning
efficiency, supported language, techniques used, ability to
handle noisy plans, ability to refine existing models, user

For hybrid planner reasoning, adequate modelling of the
continuous effects in the domain model is necessary to capture the critical features (Fox & Long 2006). Measurement
of process variables are essential in control systems to control a process. This paper proposes a dynamic and versatile
approach to automatically learn accurate and run-time representative estimation of the continuous change in PDDL+
process modelling. It assists knowledge engineering process by choosing effective process parameters and removing
the irrelevant once. The learning system automatically acquires the model of inter-dependencies between continuous
variables by analysing historical time series data set using
regression analysis.
To illustrate the feasibility of our method and to evaluate it on a real planning application, we utilise the PDDL+
encoding of Urban Traffic Control (UTC) domain and the
Coffee domain. The evaluation demonstrates that the approach leads to a more realistic and accurate simulation provided there is an adequate and representative data set available. We intend to enhance the PDDL+ problem specification by learning the run-time representative values of continuous variables automatically instead of defining them as
static knowledge in the problem definition.

For future work, we aim to extend our approach with more
functional forms to add flexibility and accuracy in higher
dimensional curve fitting for process modelling, e.g. nonlinear regression or support vector regression for continuous
high dimensional data that changes over time.
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